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CHF/UMID
CONSULTATION

By Christopher Siliski
CHF Program Director

Last summer, CHF and its local
partner UMID recently started its
small to medium size business
technical training and consultation
center, based in Imishli. To date,
more than 25 local clients have
utilized CHF�s consultation services
to improve their business.
CHF/UMID offers access to
countrywide expertise in business
planning, financial planning and

analysis, agricultural production,

agricultural processing and
development. CHF/UMID can also be
contracted to assist businesses with
research and market analysis.

To date, more than 80 people have
paid for and participated in
CHF/UMID training programs. One
training introduces the basic concepts,
decisions and steps needed for a person
who wants to start a small business.
The second two day training focuses
on people who already have a business,
but feel that practical knowledge in
financial decision-making and market
development would benefit them and
help them to improve the profitability
of their business. The third training
offered by CHF/UMID is an in-depth
overview of how to put a complete
business plan together, one that can be
presented to a professional bank,
international credit program or local
investor.

CHF/UMID has a variety of contacts,
programs and resources that can help
both men and women start or expand
your business. If you are serious about
starting or expanding your business
and feel expert advise may help you,
please contact Azad Rasulov or
Gulbaniz Ganbarova at (254) 5 22 62.

CREDIT CORNER
By Christopher Siliski

CHF Program Director

CHF/UMID hosted a conference of
all credit providers in the regions
spanning from Saatli to Fizuli in

order to better
understand

their products and target client
groups. It is expected that
CHF/UMID will refer its best and
most active clients with viable,
realistic business and financial
plans to those organizations for
consideration. �We will not
expect to accept CHF/UMID
clients simple because they have
gone to a CHF/UMID training or
received the valuable technical
advice � since we have our own
selection criteria,� stated Gulasel
Nogoibaeva
(continued, top of  page 2)
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NEWS

US Ambassador Mr.
Ross Wilson traveled
to the Southern
Regions of Azerbaijan
on December 12th,
2000. His purpose was
to get acquainted
with the US
government assistance
programs operating in
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from the credit organization
FINCA. �However, we all know
that the businesses that have been
trained to analyze their
businesses from a strategic
standpoint and consulted in such
a way that good ideas are clearly
stated and planned for�well,
quite simply, they make better
loan recipients because they
know how much they can afford
to borrow and, more importantly,
how much they can repay, when
and how.�

�Its simple logic�, stated UMID�s
Executive Director, Mr. Isreal
Iskenderov. �If you had a choice
to lend money to one of two
neighbors, would you give it to:
1) the person who could prove to
you quite clearly on paper with
budgets, analysis of cash
positions, and market/sales plans
how and when he or she would be
able to give you that money back;
or would you give it to 2) the
other neighbor who has no plan
for the money and can only reply
to your questions of when you are
going to get your money back by
saying that your questions are not
important, just give me the
money and trust me. Once again,
it is simple logic why people
need to plan adequately for
credit, not only to be able to
repay it, but also to protect
themselves and their families
with good, well-informed
decisions.�

MARKET
CONCEPTS

By Christopher Siliski
CHF Program Director

Marketing is a commonly
misunderstood concept. Most
people think of marketing simply

as placing an advertisement in their
shop window or on their stand.
However, it is much, much more than
that�so much so that professionals
in the West often spend their entire
careers studying and (re)studying
how to reach the appropriate people,
with the appropriate products, at the
appropriate time, with the appropriate
message and with the appropriate
price. This is what marketing is. This
is what it is and much, much more.

Marketing consists of four major
aspects: 1) a product or group of
products; 2) the price of those
products; 3) the place you sell the
products; and 4) how you promote
the products. All of the questions
concerning these aspects evolve
around two major questions: 1) what
is the characteristic of the types of
people I want to sell to; and 2) how
many of these people must and can I
reach for my business adventure to be
profitable enough to make money?

Each of these aspects, questions and
more has a thousand other questions
which a businessman or woman
would need to ask himself or herself
in order to become successful. And
even then, the right answers are often
difficult since each of the aspects
have to fit together like a puzzle. For
instance, in terms of price, do you set
a higher price for higher quality, sell
less, but make more profit margin.
Either that or maybe you sell at a
lower price, but you make more,
sales? And if you choose option two

selling more products at a lower
price, how do you store all of those
products, how do you get all the
people to know about and interested
in the product, and on and on?

Basically, marketing and
understanding your business�
market is a complex concept/subject
that all businessmen need to think
about and plan for. This newsletter
in the months to come will have
more introduction articles on
marketing, but if you are interested
in working out your ideas or
learning more, than we suggest you
contact our business training and
consultation center.

TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE

                       By Azad Rasulov
      CHF Business Consultant

The goal of the program
implemented by the US organization
CHF together with its local NGO
partner UMID in Southern regions
of Azerbaijan, is to stimulate the
development of entrepreneurship
and increase the knowledge and
skills of local businessmen.

Alongside with entrepreneurship
trainings CHF/UMID also provides
technical consultation services on
topics such as budgeting, calculation
of financial indicators, income and
expense statements, cash flow
analysis, credit management,
financial sources, market strategy,
market and price information, and
promotion methods, etc. for local
start-up and pre-existing businesses.

One of the businessmen who
benefited from CHF/UMID
consultation is Mirnazim Agayev,
the head of the broiler joint stock
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venture in Saatli. CHF/UMID
helped Mr. Agayev develop an
estimate of potential income for a
new product in his developing
business. This information has
allowed Mr. Agayev to make the
proper expansion decisions for
phase II of operations. After the
initial work, Mr. Agayev worked
with CHF professionals to
develop a long-term business
plan which is a map for business
decision making in the two years
to come. A successful
representative of businessmen
operating in the Southern regions,
he made a four-week visit to the
USA sponsored by USAID for
exchanging experience on new
technology and trade
opportunities.

CHF’s
ASSOCIATION

PROJECT

By Julie Burch
       CHF Program Coordinator

Any businessman or woman who
believes that embracing market
economics in their business
ventures means discarding all
practices of the previous Socialist
economic system is, in some
cases, mistaken.  As everyone
knows, kolkhozes, for example,
were state-run farms, in which
the members shared technical
equipment, know-how and land

with each other.  On this last point,
CHF�s association

initiative, which is described below,
is in some ways similar, but in other
ways, completely different�..

CHF, as part of it�s business
development program, has
commenced a 2 year+ major project,
in which CHF will forge close
business partnerships with
associations.  These market-
orientated business associations, like
kolkhozes, will enable the members
to share the items listed above with
each other.  However, this is where
similarities between the two end.
Unlike kolkhozes, every member
within an association that CHF will
choose to work with will be able to
make consensual, democratic
decisions about their business
activities.  For instance, what to plant
on one�s land, the quantity, and then
how much to sell it for, at a market of
one�s own choice, and finally how
and what to spend the profit on.
Thus, the prime difference between
kolkhozes and market-orientated
business associations is that members
in the former had no control over all
these key questions (because land and
technology belonged to the state)
whereas the latter model empowers
each business association member to
take critical decisions about their
private businesses.  This typically
promotes efficiency, effectiveness
and profitability, since all members
with common concerns will profit if
the association does well.

CHF, within this project, will act as
advisor and business consultant to 9
associations, whose goal, just like any
other successful business who
responds to market demand, is to
increase profit and decrease the
amount of invested funds channeled
into the business.  Moreover, these
associations will have a
democratically elected Council, who

will represent the members� aims
regarding business expansion and
will be open to creative, new
business ideas.  Essentially, CHF is
not looking to collaborate merely
with agricultural associations but
ANY type of serious business
association.    Around the world,
there are usually 2 types of business
associations; one where the
association acts as a group support
network for individual entrepreneurs
and the other that incorporates
entrepreneurs who have come
together to initiate a group activity
and significantly share the overall
profit.  It will not be CHF�s role to
decide which model any association
should take on, that is up to the
members, as all the decisions will
be.

In order to initiate the first step in
this process, CHF organized an
Association Conference, where 9
groups, some pre-existing, some
wishing to form associations,
attended.  CHF described the
definition and approach it wishes to
take and explained that because
CHF is looking only to work with
groups interested in long-term
business-partnerships, there would
be a selection process where an
initial 5 would be selected by CHF
to start work with in January 2001.
Within one week after the
conference, 7 groups out of the 9
who had attended had contacted
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CHF, expressing a desire to form
a partnership.  It is expected that
CHF

will have selected at least 5
associations by the end of
December, in order to start
providing technical,
organizational and business
consultation by the beginning of
February 2001.

CHF ASSOCIATION
CONFERENCE

            By Ahmad Aliyev
       CHF Association Specialist

CHF will partner with pre and
non-existing associations under
CEEOP in the Southern Regions.
Our aim is to provide information
on weaknesses and strengths of
functioning in association and
technical assistance to increase
interest for their services and
products through working with
IDPs and refugees in the course
of two years.

During the first stage CHF will
cooperate with pre and non-
existing associations in the area.
During its activities in the region
it intends to partner with 9
associations. With this purpose,
CHF organized the Conference of
Associations functioning in the
region. CHF objectives, different
types of associations, the
strengths and weaknesses of
functioning in such units were
discussed during the conference.
In addition, participants
completed a questionnaire
designed to identify the activity
and needs of associations.

CHF Program Director
Christopher Siliski spoke about
the role of each organization and

the specifics of sustainability.
Program Coordinator Julie Burch

laid down the timeframe of
partnership between CHF and
associations and set up exact dates for
meeting with the associations
interested in partnership. Ahmad
Aliyev informed the participants on
the stages of work in the meetings
aimed at the formation of partnership.
At the conference, questions from the
heads of associations were answered
and the day and time of the meeting
to be held between interested parties
were determined.

Starting December 11th the meetings
were held with the members of the
Councils of the associations in the
groups competing for partnership,
and the next stage of the process,
that�s the day and time for the
meetings with all the community
members, was determined.

BUSINESS TRAINING

By Rahim Huseynov
UMID Regional Coordinator

Due to the conflict between
Azerbaijan and Armenia and the
transition to new economic
conditions, the economic and social
problems faced by more than million
refugees, IDPs and villagers in the
Southern Regions of Azerbaijan
continues to increase.

In order to help people in the solution
of their problems, CHF and UMID
carry out training tailored to current
and potential businessmen,
entrepreneurs and farmers under
CEEOP with the financial support
from USAID and MCI umbrella
grant. Given the transition into a new
market economy, the major goal of
training is to enable people to run

their businesses in a market
economy through the provision of
necessary

skills and knowledge, creating
sustainable jobs and businesses, and
developing existing businesses.

The organization functions in six
Southern regions of Azerbaijan,
namely Imishli, Sabirabad, Saatli,
Fizuli, Beylagan and Bilesuvar.
Depending on the initial skills and
knowledge of people on business
three types of trainings are currently
provided:

1. current small businesses;
2. potential start-up businesses;
3. advanced businesses.

1020 people from six regions are
expected to take part in business
trainings, which means that 170
people per region will benefit from
these trainings. Training will be
provided in stages. At the initial
stage 60-65 persons per region are
expected to take part in training.  At
the next stage the same process is
repeated. The organizations have
accomplished their activity in
Imishli at the initial stage. As
accomplishment results, we would
like to state that 55 persons took
part in CHF/UMID trainings at the
initial stage, 31 of whom took part
in training designed for start-up, and
24 for pre-existing businesses, 28
out of total participants were IDPs
and 27 locals, 46 men, and 9
women.

In the future, trainings on business
registration, marketing, credit
application and more will be
provided. Some trainings are coed.
However, future trainings will be
available to women as women only
groups.
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Cost of the advance training is
10,000 Man for the two days.
Cost for the start-up is 5,000
Man.

CHF
ENCOURAGES

WOMEN
BUSINESSES

By Gulbaniz Ganbarova
CHF Women’s Business Consultant

CHF offers a new approach to the
economic development of

community in the Southern Regions
of Azerbaijan. Until now a lot of
efforts have been made by
International and local NGOs towards
improving the living standards of the
population in this area through
implementing various programs
providing humanitarian aid, credit,
grants and more. CHF encourages all
these activities and at the same time
proposes its own two and a half year
program of economical development
based on the principle of making
inherent potentialities of small
businesses more active. One aspect of
the program mainly focuses on
businesswomen.

The number of women cooperating
with the organization to date makes
up 44% of all the clients. These
women operate different businesses
such as carpet weaving, sewing,
public utilities services, photo
services, animal husbandry, and
agricultural production.

The heads of various associations -
Khalida Atakishiyeva (Bilasuvar),
Fatma Novruzova (Bilasuvar) and
Maya Mammadova (Fizuli) are
among the women cooperating with
CHF. CHF employees provide
consultation on different aspects,
financial analysis, and market
research services for businesswomen
in the Southern Regions and spur

them to create new, sustainable and
profitable businesses in new
millennium.

SAVE THE WORLD

By Ilkana Hasanova

The rapid development of science
and technology has a number of
negative impacts on environment.
For instance, due to the land
privatization, spontaneous use of
artificial fertilizers in agriculture,
mass development of animal
husbandry improves the economic
standard of people, but at the same
time it threatens the environment.
Taking this into account, we will
publish articles and consultation on
ecology in our newsletter beginning
with this issue. We will do our best
to supply you with the experience of
developed countries on ecological
business and share with you the
information that we get. Please, feel
free to contact us on any subject
important for you.

CHF/UMID�s professional team
will help you to find answers to the
questions you are interested in.

We guarantee the development
linkage between economic
opportunities and the healthy growth
of our children by protecting the
environment. This means healthy
nature, clean food, and a cheerful
and creative future. That�s why our
fist article is about ecological
agriculture and its importance.

THE NECESSITY TO
SHIFT TO ECOLOGICAL

AGRICULTURE

Over the last 10 years intensive
agriculture, (that�s carrying out
production process without applying
modern technology or expanding
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EntrepreneurshipEntrepreneurshipEntrepreneurshipEntrepreneurship

TrainingsTrainingsTrainingsTrainings
are based on demand.
These trainings are
provided for three
groups:
1. Existing Businesses
2. Women Businesses
3.    Beginners

Dates for CHF/UMID
Entrepreneurship Training

are as follows:

BILASUVAR
January 10-11
              17-18

    24-25

SABIRABAD
January 31-February 01
February 07-08

    14-15
                21-22
                 28-March 01
March 07-08
           14-15

SAATLI
March 28-29

For registration
information, contact
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lands for cultivation), resulted in
a number of negative cases.

The over utilization of synthetic
chemicals, as well as pesticides,
means used against weeds and
plant diseases, chemical
fertilizers and substances
regulating the growth of plants
have lead to the environmental
pollution. All these not only
threaten the livelihood of people,
but also require substantial
resources to be invested in
environmental protection and
restoration activities and medical
services.

According to the majority of
ecologists, overuse of chemicals
is not expedient as 1/3 of
pollution for the most part occurs
because of chemicals utilized in
agriculture.

Environmental pollution is one of
the challenges facing our
republic. Technology used in
agricultural production reduces
the fertility of soil, increases the
expenditure of electricity and
labor resources. Measures need to
be taken to keep some estimated
1000 hectares of irrigated land
fertile and rehabilitate. Major
causes of soil bareness are the
degradation of soil structure good
for cultivation caused by soil
erosion, application of acid
mineral fertilizers, �acid rains�
accumulating to the land surface
during precipitation, land
exhaustion connected with the
use of heavy technology, soil
salting caused by the lack of land
improvement (land reclamation)
measures and so on. The reasons
of insufficient production level of
soil:

1. The lack of effective measures
for protecting soil in agricultural
system;

2. Insufficient knowledge of

modern ecology on the part of
people operating in agriculture;

3. The week control over the
protection of soil productivity
and prevention of erosion process
by the state authorities;

4. The week control over soil
building process in the area;

5. The lack of financial and
technical resources necessary for
taking soil protection and land
reclamation actions;

6. Irrational use of lands under
cultivation given distribution of
lands to individuals and no
application of relay cultivation.

To keep soil productive and to be
able to take ecologically clean
product bioorganic cultivation
methods are utilized in some
countries. They are the followings:

1. Creation of upper fertile layer of
ground through the function of
microorganisms.

2. Households should make use of
internal sources in the production
process to keep the balance of
nourishing substances stable in
land.

3. Only organic input should be
used.

4. Use mineral fertilizer dissolved in
water.

5. Chemical method of combating
agricultural pests (pest control),
weeds and diseases should not
take place. These measures
should be achieved through
mechanical prophylactic and
biological means.

6. Preventive measures should occur
in relay cultivation.

To find out more about how to
protect your land and keep its
economic potential, contact CHF
Agricultural Specialist Mr. Ahmad
Aliyev.

 UMID

Umid is a national NGO
established in 1997. Umid got
through official state registration in
1998. The organization mainly
implements development projects in
3 directions:

1. Community development.
These types of projects are based on
the development of women
communities through training on
methods of solving community

I took part in the seminar
provided by US
humanitarian organization
CHF and Azeri NGO UMID in
Imishli. We received
theoretical knowledge
necessary for starting
business and farming. We
were introduced the
concepts such as business
planning, accounting,
financial auditing,
management planning and
marketing project
development during this
seminar.  It is crucial
for every businessman and
farmer to have an
understanding of the
above-mentioned
theoretical concepts. It
enables a businessman to
plan on a consistent basis
and audit its a tivities

CLIENT  PROFILE
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problems by means of the inner
possibilities of community
members, as well as training on
human rights, ecology and family
planning. In the result community

committees are formed.
Community leaders and members
are given enough knowledge and
skills for the transformation of
community committees into
NGOs. The community
contributes to the creation and
development of civil society.

2. Extension of economic
opportunities. Projects of this
type are based on involving the
most vulnerable stratum of the
community in entrepreneurship
and small business. The
beneficiaries are provided with
initial skills on business and
entrepreneurship. They are given
credits and loans to start up
business. After technical advice
and long- term relations the
community members create self-
financing funds in individual or
group form, and manage them.
Thus, they contribute to
community development through
sustainable business practice. The
rate of unemployment among the
beneficiaries will be on the
decrease and the income of
families will increase.

3. Education. This kind of
project consists of facilitating
children�s access to education
and vocational training. The
result is that children and youths
master the knowledge and skills
necessary for promoting society
development. The community
plays an important part in solving
the education problems of the
community. Hence, parents
contribute to school management.

69a Tbilisi avenue, Baku

Tel/Fax : (994 12) 31 31 87
4a/18th district, Sumgait
Tel/Fax: (994 264) 5 66 71

      ParticipatoryParticipatoryParticipatoryParticipatory
Development ApproachDevelopment ApproachDevelopment ApproachDevelopment Approach

The Current FocusThe Current FocusThe Current FocusThe Current Focus

How International AssistanceHow International AssistanceHow International AssistanceHow International Assistance
Programs are ChangingPrograms are ChangingPrograms are ChangingPrograms are Changing

Prem Chand
IRC Program Manager

Community Development Approach
A shift from a welfare-oriented
approach with masses of passive
beneficiaries, to a community
development approach aimed at
helping communities to help
themselves through active
participation, is today�s necessity.
The helping of poor or needy people
is a universal value, and found in all
the major world religions. But there is
giving and giving. If your gift makes
the receiver dependent upon you, then
you are not helping to strengthen the
receiver, or helping him or her
become more self-reliant. When you
give some coins to someone on the
street, then you are training that
person to be more of a beggar. If your
assistance is well thought out, and
helps to strengthen the receiver, so
that person can provide for himself, it
is a much more useful gift.

The community development
approach, designed to create
conditions of economic and social
progress for target communities,
emphasizes the significance of
people�s participation, needs
orientation, self-reliance,
consciousness raising, bottom-up
approach to development, and
empowerment of communities.

Integration and sustainability are
central to this approach. It is based
on the assumption that development
starts at the local level, and the
initiative, creativity, and energies of
people can be utilized to improve
their own lives using democratic

processes and voluntary effort. In an
ideal situation, the members of the
communities organize themselves in
a democratic manner to:

1. define their needs, problems
and issues

2. develop plans and strategies
to meet these needs, and

3. implement such plans with
maximum community
participation to reap the
benefits.

Community Participation: 
Community participation is far more
than the contribution of labor or
supplies; it is participating in
decision making to chose a
community project, plan it,
implement it, manage it, monitor it,
and control it. It differs from
community contribution.

Participation of the people provides
an effective means to mobilize local
resources, and organize and tap the
energies, wisdom and creativity of
people for development activities. It
provides legitimacy to the project or
activity, promotes commitments on
the part of the people in the
implementation, and assures
sustainability.

The Community Participatory
Approach promotes the activities of
a target community, with a view to
the community taking more
responsibility for its own
development, starting with decisions
about what projects to undertake,
and stimulation to mobilize
resources and organize activities.
Community Participation Promotion
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aims at ensuring that decisions
affecting the community are
taken by all (not only a few)
community members (not by an
outside agency). 

In the CDP methodology,
community contribution is
encouraged, for it helps the
community to become more
responsible for the activity if they
invest their own resources in it.
We also encourage Government,
and outside donors to discuss
their activities with the whole
community; this is community
consultation. Community
Participation here should not be
used as the equivalent of
community contribution or
community consultation (as is
misleadingly done by many
assistance agencies); participation
here means participation in
decision making, in control and
in co-ordination.

Achieving full and effective
participation in development
activities is a difficult job and
much depends on the way
members of the community are
approached. While there are
many reasons why costly projects
may fall into despair, one critical
factor no doubt has been the
failure to mobilize the will of the
people. Project personnel may be
aware of the community
resistance and behaviors  which
run counter into project
objectives, but may believe that
these attitudes and behaviors will
readily change once the services
are in place. They may try several

short cuts to induce behavioral
change: pressure from prestigious
leaders; large community meetings to
explain roles and responsibilities;
setting local

committees to enforce these
responsibilities. Often this method
does not work. In the development
process there are no short-cuts.

International Rescue Committee
(IRC) practices this approach for its
community development activities in
Azerbaijan and strongly advocates to
share the experience and lessons
learnt with other organizations and
individuals striving to help the
communities to help themselves.

        FINCA’s
ACTIVITIES

Foundation for International
Community Assistance � FINCA
assists the vulnerable layer of
population engaged in small business,
especially women through providing
micro credits with small interest
rates, and collateral is not required.

FINCA was established in 1985. The
goal of the organization is to help
women from poor families to develop
their businesses. Woman�s success in
business ensures family�s well-being.
Up to today FINCA functions in 20
countries all around the world
assisting to more than 60 000 families
to improve their businesses via
providing loans.

In February, 1998 FINCA began its
activities in Azerbaijan Republic.
Now it has more than 2,000 clients in
Baku, Sumgait, Gobustan, Alat,
Imishli and other cities and villages.
FINCA clients are IDPs and refugees,

as well as local population of the
regions.

Small businesses are required to
organize a group of 10-15 people to
apply to FINCA for loans. The
percentage of women in this group

must be up to 50% with each
member having his/her own
business.

Collateral is not required in
providing loans. The members of
the group must know one another
very well and guarantee the loan
repayment. The percentage of
related people should not exceed
25% of all the members, only one
member of a family being able to
obtain credit.

The first loan amounts 200 000-400
000 Man per member with the
interest rate of 1% per week (4% per
month). The repayment of the first
loan is made within 16 weeks (4
months). For instance, if a person
takes a loan of 400 000 Man he
should repay 29 000 Man per week.
It makes 464 000 Man in 16 months.
This amount includes both the credit
(400 000 Man) and interest rate for
4 months (64 000 Man). Groups that
have successfully repaid loans in the
first phase have an access to bigger
loans. (600 000 Man in the 2nd

phase, 800 000 Man in the 3rd phase
and more). Trustworthy clients
receive loans with better terms.

In addition to credit, clients also
save their savings and use it in their
business cash flow. Credit is
provided after relevant
documentation issues are completed.
FINCA is expanding its activities in
Azerbaijan and hopes that it will be
helpful in developing economy and
people�s well being in Azerbaijan.

If you are interested in our
activities, please contact us at the
following address:

Community participation is the
key to a sustainable

development. Participation in the
decision making process is the
real participation. It empowers

the community and provides the
ownership of the development
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5 28th May st., Apt. 77, Baku 
Phone: 93-53-87
17 Agamalioglu st., CARE office,
Imishli
Phone: (154) 5-29-07

By Ahmad Aliyev
       CHF Agricultural Specialist

Starting September, 2000 the
research was conducted in
markets and on the roadsides of
the Southern Regions of
Azerbaijan, namely Beylagan,
Fizuli, Imishli, Bilasuvar, Saatli
and Sabirabad amongst retailers
and wholesalers to identify the
market prices on a weekly basis
under Community Employment
and Economic Opportunities
Program. All the collected data
on the wholesale and retail prices
for crops, wheat produces, fruits,
vegetables, garden greens, meat
and dairy products produced in
the area and sold in the regional
markets was entered into the
appropriate database.

The aim was to analyze the data
collected during 5-6 months and
distribute information on the
dynamics of price among
businessmen operating in the
region through the CHF
Quarterly Newsletter. We think
that people engaged in
production, as well as

international organizations
functioning in the above mentioned
regions can better plan their future
activities and identify the consumer
products that are in much demand
given market price

information.

On the other hand, this information
can allow identifying potential types
of activity non-existent in the region
and implementing them.

It was deduced from the collected
data that the difference between
wholesale and retail prices is from
10% up to 20%.

Sale price for cotton was 850-900
Man in all the regions and remained
stable during entire season given the
fact that the cotton plants bought
produced cotton for the price
predetermined by the terms of the
contract.

The average productivity of cotton by
region was 10-15 centners per hectare
given water shortage.

Price for wheat seed during sowing
period was 900-1300 Man depending
on the quality (indicators). The
wholesale price for wheat used for
flour production remained stable -
550-700 Man.

The stability was also observed in
wholesale price for barley and corn,
350-400 Man and 500-550 Man
respectively. Region wide production
of barley was 25 centner per hectare
on average.

In all the regional markets the over
production of fruit, garden greens and
vegetables was observed in the
beginning of the season, when the
wholesale and retail prices for which
were low. Local people are engaged
in agricultural production in mass

given the fact that they do not have
other fields of activity in the
environment of low employment as
these plants are characterized by
higher productivity and they are
able to meet their need in cash
through

carrying out wholesale and retail of
these products with relatively small
input.

At the end of the season, there was
an increase in the price for
vegetables, especially for onion and
potato, the major reason for this
being the lack of specialized storage
system for such perishable products.
The demand for such products are
met by those brought from abroad
that are characterized by lower
nutrition.

The wholesale price for locally
produced potato and onion was 400
and 300 Man, while in the
beginning of January it was 1300
and 1000 Man respectively. The
wholesale price for potato brought
from other countries is 800 Man.

The cultivation of the same
vegetable twice in a year is possible
in most areas of the region. But as
these products are imported from
other countries farmers do not
cultivate them for the second time.

Barley is sold at relatively low price
(400-500) as compared to other
crops as it is not produced on
planned basis. For instance,
according to information that we
have, the wholesale price for barley
was 1000 Man during the same
months last year. This caused the
cultivation of barley in larger areas
that resulted in over saturation of
this product in the markets.

No significant change was observed
in the price for meat products which

Although CHF does not
provide credit, we
work closely with
others who do. Our
technical services can
help you prepare, by
assisting with the
business planning
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was 9000 Man, 10 000 Man and
1200 Man for meat, beef and
chicken respectively. It is worth
mentioning that the difference
between the wholesale and retail
prices for meat was 10-12 %. The
veterinary control over these

products in the market and on the
roadside is week. Sales are
carried out in the inconvenient
sanitary-epidemiological
environment.

Imishli livestock market located
in favorable geographical
position for the surrounding
regions plays significant role in
terms of supply of Baku and
other big cities with meat
produces.

 There was no significant change in
dairy product prices. Retail and
wholesale prices for milk were 1000-
1250 Man and 850-900 Man per liter
respectively. No packaged milk
products were observed in any of
regions. There are no cooling systems
functioning during the hot seasons
and the quality control is week.
Generally, all the regions except
Fizuli are introduced with all kinds of
locally produced agricultural products
as well as products brought

 from other regions.

Unemployment and shortage of cash
are the factors influencing the
purchasing capacity of local people.
Untimely production causes the over
saturation of market with some
products and lack of others. The fact
that the appropriate time for
carrying out products in demand is
not chosen, markets are over
saturated with some products and
lack in some others.

A REVENUE (IN-CASH & IN-KIND) Amount Unit Qty. Unit Total
 1 Product #1            Wheat 500 AzM 50,000 kg 25,000,000
 2    
 А   25 000 000
B DIRECT CASH SALARIES, Full Time and Temporary (Please List) Amount Unit Qty. Unit Total
 1 3 Irrigation workers  30,000 АзМ per hectare. 600,000 AzM 3 Process 1, 800,000
 2 Guard. 70,000 AzM 8 Month 560,000
 3    
 B   2,360,000
C IN-KIND SALARIES or PAYMENTS (Please List and Describe) Amount Unit Qty. Unit Total
 1 2 Harvest workers 300 kg wheat each 500 AzM 600 kg 300,000
 2    
 C   300 000
D FRINGE PAYMENTS (List and Describe) Amount Unit Qty. Unit Total
 1 Lunch and small expenses. 60,000 AzM 8 Month 480,000
 D   540 000
E RAW MATERIAL PURCHASES Amount Unit Qty. Unit Total
 1 Seed. 220 kg per  hectare. 1,400 AzM 4,400 kg 6,160,000
 2 Nitrogen. (Autumn). 50 kg per hectare. 500 AzM 1,000 kg 500,000
 3 Nitrogen. (Spring). 100 kg per hectare. 500 AzM 2,000 kg 1,000,000
 4 Amino acid 20,000 AzM 12 liter 240,000
 E   7 960 000
F TRAVEL, TRANSPORT and SHIPPING Amount Unit Qty. Unit Total
 1 Transportation of wheat 100,000 AzM 2 Run 200,000
 2 Transportation of nitrogen 30,000 AzM 2 Run 60,000
 3 Transportation of product from field to warehouse 20,000 AzM 20 Run 400,000
 

To the attention
of individual or

group of
entrepreneurs!

CHF can assist you in preparing the appropriate financial statements
(income statement, business plan, cash flow and more) as well as provide
with consultation to make your business sustainable and more profitable.
These documents will be prepared and submitted to you by our specialists
with your direct participation based on the data provided by you. Below is an
example of budget for 20 hectares of wheat common for the local condition
prepared on the bases of general data. We kindly ask you to contact us on
the questions interesting you. We wish you success in your business!
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 F    660,000
G AUTOMOBILE AND TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT EXPENSE Amount Unit Qty. Unit Total

1 Fuel expense for private car 40,000 AzM 9 Month 360,000
 2 Maintenance expense for private car 20,000 AzM 9 Month 180,000
3 Other   
G   540,000

H OFFICE SUPPLIES Amount Unit Qty. Unit Total
1 Stationery 10,000 AzM 2 Time 20,000

2 Cleaning and Toiletries   
3 Other (Please List)   
H   20,000

I RENT Amount Unit Qty. Unit Total
 1 Storage   
 2 Land   
 3 Technical equipment:   
  Plow works 50,000 AzM 20 Hectare 1,000,000
  Harrow works 30,000 AzM 20 Hectare 600,000
  Sow works 30,000 AzM 20 Hectare 600,000

Ditch works 20,000 AzM 20 Hectare 400,000
  Fertilizing works (Autumn). 10,000 AzM 20 Hectare 200,000
  Fertilizing works (Spring). 10,000 AzM 20 Hectare 200,000
  Purification works 10,000 AzM 20 Hectare 200,000
  Harvest combine. 70,000 AzM 20 Hectare 1,400,000
 4 Office   
 5 Other (Please List)   
 I   4 600 000
J UTILITIES Amount Unit Qty. Unit Total
 1 Electricity   
 2 Water. 15,000 AzM per hectare a year. 15,000 AzM 20 Hectare 300,000
 J   300,000
K SUB-CONTRACTS Amount Unit Qty. Unit Total
 1 Amount of Sub-contract #1   
 2 Amount of Sub-contract #2   
 3 Amount of Sub-contract #3   
 K    
L OTHER DIRECT COSTS Amount Unit Qty. Unit Total
 1 Insurance Expense-Other/Specify   
 2 Telephone and Communication 15,000 AzM 9 Month 135,000
 3 Postage, Delivery & Courier   
 4 Furniture and Office Equipment, Including Computers   
 5 Consultants (Legal, Accounting, Other) 50,000 AzM 2 Month 100,000
 6 Per Diem (Lodging and M&IE) 30,000 AzM 2 Time 60,000
 7 Bank Charges & Fees.   
 8 Interest Expense (On loans)   
 9 Printing & Coping 8,000 AzM 1 Time 8,000
 10 Advertising   
 11 Conferences, Registrations & Activities   
 12 Dues & Membership Fees   
 13 Participant Training & Workshops   
 14 Publications & Book Expense   
 15 Representation 100,000 AzM 1 Time 100,000
 16 Staff Training and Workshops   
 17 Other Operating Expense 15,000 AzM 9 Month 135,000
 18 Taxes (Land). 12,000 AzM per hectare. 12,000 AzM 20 Hectare 240,000
 19 Other costs   
 L   778,000
M  SUMMARY   
    
 1 TOTAL REVENUE 25,000,000
 2 TOTAL COST (B + C + D + E + Etc�) 17,938,000
 3 TOTAL INCOME 7,062,000
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“JAMILA”
Photo Studio

Colored film development andColored film development andColored film development andColored film development and
speedy preparation of documents andspeedy preparation of documents andspeedy preparation of documents andspeedy preparation of documents and

albums of all sizes.albums of all sizes.albums of all sizes.albums of all sizes. 
Cheap and High Quality

Khoshgadam Zalieva invites you to “JAMILA” Photo
Studio.

�Azer-Agro� LTD Company offers farmers consultation services and the following agricultural means for sale at a
suitable price:

1. Potato species for seed of first-reproduction: Spunta, Monaliza, Lizetta, Arinda, Impala, Marfona, Sante, Picasso and Kondor.

These are species from Holland, which have been widely used in Azerbaijan for last 3 years giving 450-500 centner product per  hectare.

2. Plant protection means:
Insecticides - Karate, Sumi Alfa, BI-58
Fungicides   - Topsin 70%, Ridomil 72%, Antrokol, Scor, Raksil
Herbicides   - Dialen, Dialen super, Lintur, Topic, Targa super.

Dialen, Dialen super and Lintur are the most up-today herbicides used against over 200 kinds of weeds in wheat. Topic is the herbicide
used against wild oats.

�Azer-Agro� LTD Company is the guarantee of ecologically clean and high-quality product.

Phones for contact:     (50) 220 85 72 210 87 95  Address:
 222 15 58   98 94 73 42 Azadlig Av., Baku
H.Huseynov
General Director

If you have any questions or comments or want to advertise in our next
newsletter, please contact the CHF office :

234 Mirza Aga Aliev St., Apt 17 37 Ramiz Aliyev St
Baku, Azerbaijan Imishli, Azerbaijan
Tel: 994 -12 -97 04 28 Tel: 994-254 52262
Fax: 994-12-941908 Fax:994-254 52272

Place Your Advertisement Here!

If you want to promote your business or products, please contact us. We estimate that over 2,000 people will have access
to this newsletter.

 BROILER CHICKEN STOCK COMPANY 

Varkhankand Broiler Chicken Stock Company receives
from villagers hen, duck and turkey eggs for incubation
the entire year, and organizes the sales of chicken and
medical preparations. The Stock Company provides
veterinary services for its clients free of charge and sells
medical preparations at discount rate.

Phone:
       (50) 318 59 74

mailto:office@chf.baku.az
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